How to Connect with SLAC by RSS

About RSS
RSS originally stood for RDF Site Summary, but is now more commonly known as Really Simple Syndication. It is a standardized method for delivering regularly changing web content. RSS allows users to take syndicated web feeds from news sites, blogs, podcasts and other online publishers, and bring them into various customized browsing interfaces and feed aggregators. This means that rather than visiting each individual page to get the latest updates, you can combine a number of feeds into one place for much quicker browsing.

Services for viewing RSS feeds
There are many options for RSS subscription and no one method has dominated. Most choices either take the form of a personalized home page or “readers” that somewhat resemble email inboxes of syndicated content. Popular services include Google Reader (or Google homepage), MyYahoo!, Mozilla Firefox Live Bookmarks, FeedDemon, My AOL and Bloglines. There are also services like FeedMyInbox that allow you to have RSS updates sent to you by e-mail.

RSS feeds from SLAC
RSS allows you to subscribe to a number of different regularly updated content sources from SLAC. The links can open in a web browser, but often need to be manually added to whatever RSS service you use to view them.

SLAC Today: https://news.slac.stanford.edu/feeds/today-stories
SLAC News Features: https://news.slac.stanford.edu/feeds/features
SLAC Images: https://news.slac.stanford.edu/feeds/images
SLAC Video: https://news.slac.stanford.edu/feeds/video
SLAC Twitter feed: https://twitter.com/statuses/user_timeline/slaclab.rss
SLAC Flickr Latest Images: http://api.flickr.com/services/feeds/photos_public.gne?id=53985028@N06&lang=en-us&format=rss_200
SLAC YouTube Latest Videos: http://gdata.youtube.com/feeds/api/users/slac/uploads

Questions?
Many resources exist on the web to help explain RSS further, including this article by the Chronicle of Higher Education.

For questions about SLAC’s RSS feeds, please contact communications@slac.stanford.edu.